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Abstract 
Tube diffusion is the de facto industry standard for emitter formation for silicon wafer solar cells. In this paper, we 
report on optimised dopant profiles to produce a lightly doped emitter (LDE) with a lower surface dopant 
concentration. Solar cells are fabricated with a LDE and achieve a significant gain in open-circuit voltage (Voc) due to 
a reduced front surface and emitter recombination. The POCl3 tube diffusion process is optimised by introducing a 
pre-oxidation and multi-plateau drive-in during the diffusion process. Using the optimised process, the surface dopant 
concentration of our tube diffused n+ emitter is reduced from 4.5×1020 to 2.5×1020 atoms/cm3 for a ~70 Ohms/sq 
emitter. An increase of 4 mV in Voc, 0.2 mA/cm2 in short-circuit current Jsc and 0.2% absolute increase in efficiency 
is achieved for solar cells using a LDE compared to solar cells with our standard emitter profile. The average fill 
factors for the standard and LDE batches are above 79%, suggesting the Ag paste (DuPont Solamet PV17F) used in 
this work had no issues in contacting the lower surface concentration of the LDE. 
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1. Introduction 
Lightly doped emitters (LDE) are an important aspect to improve the efficiency of silicon wafer solar 
cells because a highly phosphorus doped region introduces crystalline defect states that increase the 
electron-hole recombination thereby decreasing the s blue response (i.e., the short-circuit current 
density Jsc) as well as the open-circuit voltage Voc. Another unwanted effect is the increase in photon 
absorption near the front surface due to band-gap narrowing [1]. On the other hand, a lightly doped 
emitter has a lower phosphorus dopant concentration near the cell's front surface which can be well 
passivated, reducing the surface recombination and thus improving the Voc and Jsc [2, 3]. 
2. Experimental details 
The complete cell fabrication process flow is shown in Fig. 1. Six inch wide pseudo-square <100> p-
type Cz mono-Si wafers with a bulk resistivity of 0.5-  and a thickness of 150-1  as 
substrates. The main variation between the three process flows was the emitter formation method. All the 
other processes were identical, apart from some process optimisation for the co-firing step. After a 
standard saw damage removal and texturing process, the wafers were diffused in different batches in a 
standard industrial tube diffusion furnace (Tempress, TS81004). After phosphorus silicate glass (PSG) 
removal using dilute HF, a 70 nm SiNx layer was deposited on the emitter surface at 450ºC in an inline 
plasma reactor (Roth & Rau, SiNA-XS) for front side surface passivation and anti-reflection coating 
(ARC). A standard industrial screen printing process was applied using silver paste for the front contact 
(DuPont, PV17F) and Al paste for the rear contact (Cermet Solus 6214), on a standard screen print line 
(DEK, PVP1200). Finally the samples were co-fired in an industrial inline fast firing furnace (Despatch, 
UltraFlex). One-Sun I-V measurements under standard testing conditions (Aescusoft, SolSim-210) were 
used to extract the one-Sun I-V parameters of all finished solar cells. 
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Fig. 1. Process flow for the standard emitter and LDE diffusion batches. The dashed boxes highlight the steps that were different in 
the three process flows. 
The effective minority carrier lifetime ( eff), emitter saturation current density (J0e) and implied voltage 
(Voc) were measured on one selected sample from each diffusion batch. The samples had a n+pn+ structure 
passivated on each side by a SiNx film and fired using the same firing profile as used for the solar cell 
processing. The results are summarised in Table 1. Low recombination emitters are especially relevant in 
high-efficiency Cz Si solar cells where high Voc is required [4]. To obtain high Voc, the emitter saturation 
current density J0e should be as small as possible [5]. As can be seen in Table 1, the J0e for the LDEs were 
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lower due to better surface passivation and reduced surface dopant concentration when compared to the 
standard emitter. 
Table 1.  Results of carrier lifetime and saturation current density for selected wafers of each emitter type. 
Sample name Diffusion recipe Effective carrier lifetime 
eff (μs) 
Emitter saturation current 
density J0e (fA/cm2) 
Implied voltage Voc 
(mV) 
Cell 6 Standard emitter 38 403 619 
Cell 28 LDE-1 50 266 624 
Cell 8 LDE-2 55 193 627 
3. Results and discussion 
A lightly doped emitter was achieved by fine-tuning the diffusion process to result in a lower surface 
dopant concentration. In this work, a pre-oxidation before phosphorus silicate glass (PSG) deposition was 
combined with a multi-plateau drive-in, using limited source diffusion techniques to reduce the surface 
dopant concentration with minimal impact on the sheet resistance. Our standard diffusion recipe achieved 
a sheet resistance of 70 Ohms/sq using a PSG deposition at 810°C and subsequent drive-in at 830°C. The 
first LDE approach (LDE-1) added an in-situ pre-oxidation before the PSG deposition step, and a multi-
level drive-in plateau. This oxide layer acts as a diffusion barrier [6], minimising the amount of 
phosphorus diffusion into silicon. In addition, the oxidation creates self-interstitials at the surface of the 
silicon to reduce the diffusion rate of phosphorus [7]. For the second LDE approach (LDE-2), two 
separate thermal processes were used: an initial diffusion to produce a 120 Ohms/sq emitter, followed by 
a separate oxidation/drive-in after PSG removal. The active dopant profiles for standard emitter, LDE-1 
and LDE-2 are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the peak dopant concentration for the SERIS standard 
PL-70 recipe is 4.5×1020 cm-3. The LDE approaches reduced the surface concentration to 2.5×1020 cm-3 
for the LDE-1 method and 1.8×1020 cm-3 for the LDE-2 method. One-Sun I-V parameters of the solar cells 
processed using standard and LDEs are shown in Fig. 4. The batch average efficiency for LDE-1 batch 
increased by 0.2% absolute compared to the batch average efficiency for the standard emitter solar cells. 
The main contribution for efficiency improvement comes from the gain in Voc, which increased by 4 mV, 
and the gain in Jsc, which increased by 0.2 mA/cm2 for the LDE-1 batch. The Voc increase can be 
attributed to a reduced emitter saturation current density (J0e) resulting from the different active dopant 
profile and a better surface passivation enabled by the lower surface dopant concentration. The average 
fill factors for the standard and LDE-1 batches were above 79%, indicating that the Ag paste had no 
issues in contacting the lower surface concentration of the LDE. For the LDE-2 batch, the voltage 
improvements were similar to the LDE-1 batch and only a small drop in FF was observed mainly due to 
the relatively lower surface concentration. In addition, there was a drop in Jsc, which is thought to be due 
to the deeper junction for LDE-2 (see Fig. 2) resulting from the oxidation drive-in [8]. The junction 
depths of standard emitter and LDE-1 diffusion profiles were about 0.25 μm whereas it is more than 0.4 
μm for the LDE-2 profile, which explains the lower current. The champion cell result from each batch is 
shown in Table 2. In Fig. 5, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of a typical solar cell from each batch 
is shown. As seen, the LDE-1 approach using the LDE-1 diffusion recipe has an improved IQE across the 
majority of the wavelength range, especially in the shorter wavelength region, demonstrating both surface 
and bulk improvements due to reduced surface dopant concentration. The final sheet resistances for all 
the emitters were in the range of 70-75 Ohms/sq, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Active dopant profiles for the standard and LDE diffusion process, as determined by electrochemical capacitance voltage 
(ECV) profiling.
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Fig. 3. Sheet resistance of standard and LDE for various diffusion batches.
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Fig. 4. One-Sun I-V parameters for the standard and LDE batches.
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Table 2. Summary of batch average solar cell results for the two SERIS LDE approaches compared to the SERIS standard process. 
Diffusion recipe Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (mV) FF (%) Efficiency (%) 
Standard emitter 36.3 628 79.2 18.1 
LDE-1 36.5 632 79.1 18.3 
LDE-2 35.8 632 78.5 17.8 
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Fig. 5. IQE results for the standard emitter and LDE batches 
4. Conclusion 
A lightly doped emitter (LDE) was achieved using the POCl3 diffusion process and significant 
improvements in Voc and Jsc were observed leading to increased solar cell efficiency for LDE when 
compared to the standard emitter. These gains are realised by a simple modification of the diffusion 
recipe without the need to use additional processes typically applied to achieve similar results on tube 
diffused emitters. An absolute increase of 0.2% in cell efficiency was made possible with a gain of 0.4 
mV in Voc and 0.2 mA/cm2 in Jsc. This was achieved due to the increase in overall blue response and 
better surface passivation for the LDE-1 approach. The LDE-2 approach also demonstrated a Voc gain, but 
had a current drop of 0.6 mA/cm2 which was attributed to the deeper emitter formed by the separate 
oxidation drive-in process used for this approach. It is expected that further optimisation of the LDE-1 
approach should provide additional improvements in the solar cell efficiency. 
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